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Presidential Report
Dave Brownell

Someone asked me the other day why I liked being a part of Corvette 
Atlanta.  I gave the guy the usual answer, saying I liked being around 
people with an appreciation for interesting cars.  But, after that 
conversation I did a bit more reflection and soul searching for some 
deeper answers that might not be ready for a prime-time response.  
Here’s what I have come up with in the past two weeks.

At the February 9th Shop Day at Jim Ellis Chevrolet, a bunch of us 
got together with our cars early on a frosty morning when it would 
have been so much easier to stay at home in a warm bed.  We 
anticipated another opportunity to speak with their master Corvette 
mechanic and have him lay healing hands on our cars.  We were 
not disappointed.  The oldest car was a beautiful 1963 Split Window 
Corvette (Nugent) and the newest was only a few weeks old, in the 
hands of our newest member.  For about four hours, most of us had 
the opportunity to get good advice and needed things done on our 
cars.  Speaking only for me, I brought my electrically-challenged 
1985, the least valuable Corvette in my family fleet.  While in the 
service bay, David Fulcher pulled out an old GM Tech I diagnostic 
reader, plugged it in under my dash, and read the recorded ailments 
showing.  Within minutes, under the hood, he did a few adjustments 
and the result was that I drove home in a completely different car 
that ran so much better and was actually confidence inspiring.  I 
was probably not the only member that had such an experience.  In 
about six months, I hope to attend another Shop Day, bring another 
family Corvette, and have an equally impressive experience.  That’s 
Reason Number One on my list: skill-sharing Shop Days.

Reason Number Two has to be the people in the club.  We’ve got 
doctors, engineers, salespeople, designers and lots of everything 
else.  Many have been members for decades and most have the 
worldly experience that gives them the ability to avoid the foolish 
while still having fun with cars that interest them.  Since there is a 
wide range of experiences, there’s seldom a problem encountered 
that someone hasn’t already solved.  And, there’s little reluctance in 
sharing those solutions.  Add in the spouses, we can broaden the 
range of skills from crocheting and knitting to woodworking and pet 
care.  My field alone (public health) has experts that have national 
expertise unmatched probably in any other car club in the U.S.  But 
we still prod and poke each other with a good joke, or share an 
opinion on food or politics, as we would with a trusted friend.

Reason Number Three has to be about the cars that glue us together 
in our interest.  We are now approaching sixty years since March 
1953 when General Motors showed the public its new dream car 
with the French name.  These cars have inspired most of us since 
we were little kids, too young to do much more than wish.  They 
look pretty, sound great and go fast if we dare.  They feel good and 
reward some pretty primal human needs.  But they still require some 
sacrifice to obtain and as they age, the care and feeding of the cars 
requires the dedication and skill of a loving parent.  This is not a 
relationship to be entered into casually.  Could the saying be true 
that “it takes a village to appreciate a Corvette?”  If it is, then it’s the 
people, the skills and the cars that make me happiest to be a part 
of Corvette Atlanta.  If you know more like us, ask them to consider 
becoming a part of the club.
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Competition Report
Don Parks, VP-Competition

Upcoming Competition Events:
Check the Calendar of Events for the listing of upcoming NCCC 
competition events - currently, the Florida Region is hosting events 
in February, March and April. 

The first Southeast Region events will be 14 Low Speed autocrosses 
in Nashville, TN on April 13-14 at the Nashville Fairgrounds. This 
will be the site of the NCCC Convention High & Low Speed events.

Reflection on the “New” Look for the C-A-Review
Betty Parks, Editor

I want to start by thanking everyone for their positive comments about the “new” design for the club’s newsletter. Based on that initial feedback, we 
will continue with this new format for now. The club approved a motion that the newsletter would be delivered to the membership via posting on 
the club’s website. A blast email (with the appropriate link) will go out when the new edition is posted on the web. There will be a limited number 
of printed copies that will be mailed out to our sponsor and to the few club members without access to the internet. If you encounter problems 
accessing the newsletter, please let Mike Heaphy (webmaster) and me know so that we can try to help solve your problem.  

In order to keep this newsletter on the right track with current articles and accompanying photos, I really need some cub reporters out there 
helping out. If you’re willing to assist in documenting our functions, your name will go up in “lights”!! I’ve seen quite a few cameras in use at our 
recent outings and am anxious to get ahold of some photos to include in the newsletter as well as to pass along for the website. I’ll take any and 
all photos... and would love words to go along too. If writing is not your favorite thing to do - perhaps you can partner with someone to write the 
words that go with your pictures.

Please remember that the goal is to get the newsletter completed and posted on the web shortly after the CA Board meeting (which is now being 
held on the 3rd Tuesday of the month). As that deadline approaches for February, I’m still hoping to get more photos and some last minute articles. 
Keep that deadline in mind as you get your creative thoughts together to support the club’s newsletter effort.

Membership Report   Joel Forman, VP-Membership

The membership in the club is currently holding at 85. We have been circulating the informational flyers about the club at the monthly Caffeine and 
Octane gatherings and have received positive feedback but no new members to date.

Please let me know if you know of anyone looking for a premier Corvette club to join!! I’ll be glad to provide pursue the leads regarding membership.

2013 CA Point System
Don Parks, VP-Competition

In January’s newsletter, the 2012 winners of the Club Participation 
Awards were listed. I thought it might be appropriate to remind 
everyone how those club points are earned:

•  The purpose of the points system is to establish a method by 
which the members of CA will be recognized for participating in 
events related to club activities.
• Elected officers of CA are exempt from participating in the 
points system for the duration of their term. To encourage 
regular members to hold an office, each elected board member 
shall receive a plaque showing the office held and the term year; 
multiple term officers shall receive a plaque each year.
• The VP of Competition shall be responsible for maintaining the 
points standings. Members that participate in or attend events 
other than those attended or hosted by CA shall be responsible 
to notify the VP of Competition of their participation / attendance.
• Club points may only be earned for attending events within the 
Southeast Region of NCCC and the annual NCCC Convention.
• The calendar year for the points system shall be from January 1 
to December 31.
• Points shall be earned as follows:

   3 - Attendance at regularly scheduled business meeting
   5 - Attend/Participate/Work in club hosted event 
 10 - Chair/Co-Chair club event (no limit)
   5 - Participate in event within Southeast Region (per day)
 10 - Attend annual NCCC Convention (full package)1

   5 - Attend annual NCCC Convention (day pass)1

1Total points – not per day attended

NKF Raffle Ticket Update   Betty Parks, Governor

At this time, we still need to sell another 6 NKF raffle tickets for the club to be eligible for the 100% Club status. If you are interested in helping 
the club, please let me know. I will be taking our ticket sales to the National NCCC meeting in St. Louis on Feb. 24th along with an I.O.U. for the 
remaining 6 tickets.
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Activities - Saturday Night Out
Nancy Morgan
This year Corvette Atlanta is going to have a “Saturday Night Out” 
for dinner and sometimes a movie every month. Unlike our Mystery 
Night Dinner, you will know ahead of time where you will be going. 
We will be meeting at the restaurant.

A sign-up sheet will be passed around at the club meeting and 
if you can’t be there, you can call me 404-294-0633 or email me 
ncmorgan1@att.net. I’ll be glad to put you on the list and give you 
all the details. Listed below are the upcoming dates of the dinners.
• March 9th - Athens Pizza (Greek Food) - 6:00pm 
        1341 Clairmont Road, Decatur, GA • 404-636-1100
• April 27th - Top Spice (Thai/Malaysian) - 5:30pm
        Toco Hills Shopping Center, 3007 North Druid Hills,
        Atlanta, GA • 404-728-0588
If you have any questions, please feel free to give me a call or e-mail 
me. Calling will often be faster as I’m not the best at checking my e-mail. 
I look forward to seeing everyine at our “Saturday Night Out” dinners.



Calendar of Events
February 2013

   3 Caffeine & Octane Gathering, Alpharetta
   3 Super Bowl Party – Baize home, Covington*
   5 CA General Meeting – O’Charley’s Restaurant, Tucker*
   9  Shop Day – Jim Ellis Chevrolet, Chamblee*
   9 7 Low Speed Autocrosses, Punta Gorda, FL
 16 Non-Mystery Night Dinner – Bambinelli’s Italian Restaurant, 
 Tucker*
 16 6 Low Speed Autocrosses, St. Augustine, FL
 19 CA Board Meeting – Blue Ribbon Grill, Tucker
 22-23 NCCC National Meeting, St. Louis, MO

March 2013

   3 Caffeine & Octane Gathering, Alpharetta
   5 CA General Meeting – O’Charley’s Restaurant, Tucker*
   9 Saturday Night Out . . . - Athen’s Pizza, Decatur*
   9-10 12 Low Speed Autocrosses, Palm Bay, FL
 19 CA Board Meeting – Blue Ribbon Grill, Tucker
 30 6 Low Speed Autocrosses, St. Augustine, FL
 30 7 Low Speed Autocrosses, Sebring, FL

April 2013

   2 CA General Meeting – O’Charley’s Restaurant, Tucker*
   7 Caffeine & Octane Gathering, Alpharetta
 13-14 14 Low Speed Autocrosses, Nashville, TN*
 16 CA Board Meeting – Blue Ribbon Grill, Tucker
  21 6 Low Speed Autocrosses, St. Augustine, FL
  26-27 NCCC National Meeting, St. Louis, MO 
  27 Saturday Night Out . . . - Top Spice, Toco Hill*
 
              * denotes events that are sanctioned for Club points 

Update - NCCC 
Convention
Betty Parks, 2013 Convention Co-Director

In last month’s newsletter, I provided a fairly complete synoposis 
of the activities that will take place at the upcoming Bowling Green 
Convention - the tours, parties (with unique themes nightly), events 
- of which - none of those items have changed. 
What has happened though is the response has been overwhelming! 
In just over two weeks into the registration process, over 320 
people have registered; there is a waiting list for the “Nash Trash” 
& Bourbon Country tours as well as the Low Speed events! The 
host hotel is almost full. 

Don’t delay in making your plans to join the Parks & Keys for a 
fun week. It will great to see old acquaintances while making new 
friends. 
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June 25 -29, 2013

5th Annual Corvette 
Show  
Mark Frost
Reprinted from Chevy Happenings - January edition
 
Scheduled for April 20th - Mark your calendars! Corvette 
enthusiasts will gather once again at Jim Ellis Chevrolet to browse 
(and ooo and ahhh) one of the largest collections of Corvettes in 
Georgia during the Annual Spring Corvette Show, co-sponsored 
by one of the South’s premier Corvette Clubs, Corvette Atlanta. 
Anywhere from 80 to 150 vintage and late model Corvettes, from 
‘53’s to C6’s, will be displayed.

With all of the buzz surrounding the unveiling of the all-new 
Corvette Stingray (C7) in January, this year’s show is a special 
one. We are currently arranging to have Chevy representatives 
close to the current C7 project attend. And as in the past, there will 
be live music by popular local band “Odd Man Out” as well as food, 
a raffle, door prizes, and dealer and other awards.

Pre-registration to exhibit a Corvette is $25 and $30 the day of 
the show. There is no charge for spectators to attend the show. To 
register and for more details, go to corvetteatlanta.org.

Don’t miss out on one of Georgia’s largest Corvette Shows and 
help celebrate the American icon that is Corvette! 



NCM Report
Ed Clark, NCM Ambassador

The NCM has come up with another way for you to recognize a family 
member, friend, or yourself.  The museum is offering the opportunity 
to dedicate an existing or new tree on their property.  A plaque will be 
installed at the base of the tree recognizing your designated person.  
The plaque will have up to three lines of text and characters that you 
define. 

The donation period for the plaque will last for ten years and the NCM 
will replace the tree if it dies or the plaque if it is damaged during 
that period.  After the ten year period, the tree will be offered again 
for dedication with the expiring plaque holder given first opportunity to 
renew at the then going rate.  If you choose to dedicate a new tree, you 
will be able to select from three tree types that will be planted by the 
NCM in locations of their choosing.  New trees will be planted in the 
spring and fall each year and have the same 10 year dedication period 
and replacement features.

If this is something you would like to do or consider that will be both good 
for the recognized individual and good for beautification of the NCM 
property, more information is available at:  http://store.corvettemuseum.
com/detail.aspx?ID=4299. 

General Motors has announced a consolidation of their engine building 
facilities mostly in the Detroit area.  An exception is the moving of the 

Performance Build Center from Wixom, MI to Bowling Green, KY and 
the Corvette Assembly Plant.  The Performance Build Center is where 
the high performance engines are assembled for the Z06, ZR1, 427 
convertible and Grand Sport (with manual transmission) Corvette 
models.  This move is scheduled for the first quarter of 2014. As the 
C7 will be in production then, this could mean more high performance 
models are in the works or that the Z51 models with the optional dry 
sump packages will be built here.

With this engine assembly facility, the frame manufacturing already in 
place and the assembly line for the cars; future plant tours could be 
much more interesting if they are all included – let’s hope this happens. 
If a new car buyer chose the “Corvette Engine Build Experience” with 
the ”Corvette Buyers Tour” and the” R8C Delivery”, you would be able to 
do it all in Bowling Green and be able watch or participate in a significant 
portion of your car’s manufacture.  An article I saw implied that this may 
happen.  Start saving now if this is on your Bucket List. Having done the 
Buyers Tour and R8C Delivery programs with my 2010 Grand Sport, it 
was well worth the money.

The Motor Sports Track design has been finished and plans are being 
prepared for bidding the project in phases.  A dedication and ground 
breaking will take place on Friday, June 28, 2013.  How much is 
constructed in Phase 1 will depend on the success of the fund raising 
efforts. Becoming a “One Acre” or partial acre participant is available 
through the end of this year. Lots of information on methods to contribute 
is on the NCM web site.

Super Bowl Party
Betty Parks

Super Bowl time means the club’s migration to Ann & Scott Baize’s 
home in Covington. If you’ve not joined us for the party - you’ve really 
missed a treat! Their home is the perfect gathering place for watching  
game (yes - some folks do actually watch the game) on the 3 large 
televisions strategically located throughtout the house and grazing for 
hours over a massive food spread!! 

The tradition of “more food than one should eat” continued this year. The 
hosts provided a wide variety of meats, breads and all the makings for 
sandwiches along with appetizers, snacks and wings. Members added 
to the feast with more snacks, famous deviled eggs, salads, casseroles, 
brunswick stew, and mountains of desserts.

As usual, the kitchen was one of the favorite hangout spots - and why 
not since it’s closer to all that food! After filling and re-filling the plates,

the masses moved to one of three televsion watching spots to await the 
game (or commercials, truth be told)! The game brought cheers and 
jeers as the quarter-ending winners were announced. Michael Greer, 
Bob Matt, Judy Adcock, and Dan Todd had the lucky numbers!!

attend the party at his house, instead of having to travel to New Orleans!! 
There’s always next year. . .

Thanks goes to the 
Baizes for another  
super - fantastic, 
Super Bowl Party. 
Sorry that the 
Falcons didn’t 
make it the BIG 
game - their loss 
was our gain as 
Scott  was  able  to
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Shop Day    Dan Nugent

Fifteen club members participated at the last Shop Day on February 
9th.  We had more observers/helpers/supervisors than projects (7) 
which made for a lively and enjoyable social event.  Mark Frost and 
Reggie Stagmaier dropped by and told us about their first impressions 
of the C-7 at the “Reveal” event in Detroit last month.  They were both 
very impressed and excited about the new model with Reggie already 
booking 13 orders for delivery sometime later this year.  Mark wanted 
to sit in the first Sting Ray (my 1963) to compare with the C-7 Stingray 
he had sat in.  What a difference 50 years makes!!  Nevertheless, I can 
remember the same excitement I felt when I saw the unveiling of the 
1963 Corvette in October 1962 at the local Chevrolet dealer.  Ten years 
later I had one that needed lots of work.  Maybe I won’t have to wait ten 
years for a C-7!

But I digress….we did have some productive and interesting projects 
along with the usual fluid changes.  David Morgan was assisted by Dave 
Brownell in carefully fitting cosmetic brake caliper covers that matched 
the bright red body color and look great.  The very close clearance 
tolerance was proven to be adequate with a test drive on I-285.  They 
were all still there and no scratches when he returned.

Tom Wright had a fuel management electronic device he wanted to try 
on his 2002 that required the wiring skills of David Fulcher to install 
it correctly.  It is supposed to increase efficiency by modifying the O2 
sensor signals as load changes.  Tom will let us know how it worked out.

Dave Brownell confirmed that the replacement of his 1985 alternator 
resolved his electrical problems and David Fulcher was able to eliminate 

torque converted rattles by tightening the flex plate bolts under the 
housing cover.

I entertained the spectators while doing a long-overdue oil change and 
lube job on my 1963.  Some had never seen what an old Chevy oil 
canister and filter cartridge removal and clean-up looked like and how 
many hidden grease fittings were used in the “good old days”.  We also 
found some worn suspension bushings, a loose universal bolt, and a 
mysterious oil leak that will be addressed later.  It showed how important 
an occasional under carriage inspection can be.
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FCOA - What’s That?!  Betty Parks

Future Corvette Owners Association  - that’s what!! It represents the foundation of NCCC’s 21st Century! FCOA 
offers an easy and inexpensive way to pass the Corvette enthusiasm to the younger generations.  The program is 
offered to children, grandchildren, nieces, or nephews (under the age of 16) of NCCC members. The cost to join is a 
one-time fee of $10. 

The organization was formed back in 1991 - and I’m proud to say that I was on the founding committee that developed the concept. It was introduced 
at the NCCC Convention in Charlotte, NC that year and 76 members signed up that week (including Cat Parks & Kat Baize). The organization 
has grown over the years to include over 4,900 members - of which 2,800 are currently under the age of 16. See me for more information or an 
application to join your next generation Corvette owner - or - go to the NCCC website @corvettesnccc.org/fcoa1.html



Well, Chevrolet’s 1-13-13 big announcement of the new C7 Stingray 
has happened and the internet has responded with loads of information 
and miss-information as is usual.  What do you think of the C7?  I wasn’t 
particularly surprised about how it looked as the speculations of some 
internet sites like Jalopnik had fairly well predicted the shape and style 
months ago.  The more I look at pictures and videos the more I like the 
design both outside and inside and am looking forward to seeing the 
real thing.

Opinions in blogs have run the gamut of fabulous to funky with lots of 
comparisons to everything from Ferrari to Pontiac Aztec (?).  Taillights, 
headlights, the side slanted vent and the driver’s dash area have been 
the topics of the bulk of the blogs with the full range of opinions being 
expressed. Reggie Stagmaier at Jim Ellis was at the unveiling and 
seems to be very impressed with what he saw and heard.  I understand 
from him that the GM staff was very noncommittal about other models 
like convertibles, Z06, GS or ZR1.  A couple on internet sites have 
posted pictures of a convertible which was believed to be a Maisto 
model in development.  I guess that we will be strung along by GM on 
these developments for a while.

While I know a bit about Corvettes and the history but am no expert, 
I was quite surprised by several statements in the press that seemed 
to me to be incorrect but widely stated and repeated.  The new car is 

a StingRay apparently, one word with a big R in the middle.  The press 
represented that the Sting Ray (two words)/Stingray (one word) name 
had not been used since 1967 yet my 1970 has it on the fender as do 
most others from 1969 up to about 1975.  Another press statement was 
that rear quarter windows hadn’t been used in a number of years on 
Corvettes which I guess is correct in some ways as it has never been 
on a production Corvette to my knowledge.  What other things did you 
hear or learn from this unveiling about prior C versions?

I am discussing with myself (I seem to do this more as I get older) the 
need to start planning the means to purchase a C7.  A decision is a good 
bit off in all probability as I would like to see other model options first 
and if GM is to slow bringing them out, the purchase of a version that 
drives itself may be needed as vision, mobility and other non-car issues 
may become deciding factors.  I hope one or more of you will be at the 
head of the line so all of us wannabes can have something to look at 
and maybe be a passenger in.

PS: This afternoon, 1-21-2013, I saw that approximately 30 C7s have 
been produced and a number of them without any camo are testing 
on public roads in Arizona. As Rich Hendrick paid over $1,000,000 for 
VIN #00001, these all must be versions that will be crushed.  The red 
C7 used in the unveiling had an EX on the end of its VIN according to 
Reggie.
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1-13-13 C7 Stingray Introduction     Ed Clark

One of the many benefits of being a member of Corvette Atlanta is 
the shop days at our sponsor, Jim Ellis Chevrolet.  Club members 
are allowed access to the shop, the lifts and the expert help of David 
Fulcher, the best Corvette Tech in Metro Atlanta.  

This past shop day I wanted to install a set of after market, MGP Caliper 
Covers, Red, with the CORVETTE spelled out on each one.  This was 
a set I had purchased last August on my trip to the Carlisle Corvette 
show with Joel Forman.  I needed a lift and impact wrench and some 
help with this project.

The lift and impact wrench were supplied by Jim Ellis Chevy, and the 
help came from current club President, Dave Brownell.  Actually, Dave 
Brownell did most of the work and I helped where possible.  He was the 
Chief and I was the Indian, just like at home with wife Nancy.  

The hardest part of project was getting the lug nuts broken free to be 
removed.  The last time the lug nuts were tightened down was at a un-
named tire store, when I bought a set of BFG’s.  At first try, the impact 
wrench at dealership would NOT break the lug nuts free.  Dave Fulcher 

furnished a deeper socket for impact wrench and that worked.  The 
lesson all watching learned was tire stores way over tighten lug nuts, 
which would have been bad if I had personally tried to get them off in 
event of a road side need.  FYI, Mark Frost, our beloved GM at Jim Ellis 
reminded me he will match any one’s tire price, so I will buy my next 
tires at the dealership.

Each time I attend shop day, I leave feeling pleased with the fellowship 
of the club members and the warm reception Corvette Atlanta gets 
from our sponsor’s employees. Mark Frost, who is the BMOC (Big Man 
on Campus) came out into the garage area and visited with the club 
members. I appreciate his personal touch.  I am already planning on 
having more fun at Jim Ellis Chevy for the Corvette Atlanta car show, 
April 20, 2013.

Recap - Shop Day    David Morgan

Photo courtesy of NCM for use 
by NCM Ambassadors



Supporting Our Troops 
Martha Murphy

During 2012 with the help of Ed Clark, Corvette Atlanta collected 
items for our troops and money to cover the postage each month.  
This was a project the Corvette Museum encouraged participation 
by all corvette clubs.  During the past year, our club collected 
toiletries, snacks and money.  Corvette Atlanta collected $465 for 
postage.  The club worked in conjunction with Holy Cross Catholic 
Church’s Troop Support Ministry.  The ministry did the packing 
and mailing of the items that were donated.  I wanted to share one 
of the many letters the ministry received from the soldiers:
“Many thanks to you for the nice care package I received!  I was on 
battle field circulation for a week and when I got back late Sunday 
afternoon on the 25th of November, tired and hungry, the mail clerk 
dropped off the package you all sent.  As you know, when you’re 
away, it is always nice to get some mail.  Anyway, I immediately 
opened the box and began to pull out my favorite snacks and feed 
my face!  I shared the contents with my whole clinical operations 
team:  two doctors, two nurses, a pharmacist and health physics 
guy.  Everyone’s eyes lit up, we all got a special treat.  From your 
letter, I agree, its never easy to be away from home and loved ones, 
but getting a package like the one you sent makes us all feel like 
we are not forgotten and appreciated. Thanks again for caring, 
sharing and blessings you send.”
Sincerely,
COL David D. Peterson
Chief, CLINOPS, DN
TF MED-A
30th MEDCOM
I hope this might be a project the club would like to continue during 
2013.  Bring your items and I will be glad to collect them and get 
them to the church.

Web Sites:
Corvette Atlanta – www.corvetteatlanta.org
NCCC – www.corvettesnccc.org
Southeast Region NCCC – www.ncccsouth.com
NCM – www.corvettemuseum.com

Last Non-Mystery 
Night Dinner
Ed Clark

Once again the rumor that all you need to do to get our membership 
involved is have an event where food is a major part of the occasion 
proved to be prophetic .  Jim and Mickey Hutchinson set up a dinner 
event at Bambinelli’s, a favorite restaurant of theirs, which is now a 
favorite for many others as well I am sure.  The club members with 
spouses and children started showing up a bit before five and soon 
we had arranged all the readily available tables and chairs into a long 
banquet format arrangement which filled up quickly and the restaurant 
staff came to our rescue with lots of additional shuffling of furniture to 
handle over 30 people.

Bambinelli’s is an Italian restaurant with a location adjacent to North 
Lake Mall with lots of choices on the menu and scanning down the table, 
it looked as if just about one of everything was ordered by someone.  
While talking to all that were there was a bit difficult, those I spoke with 
were uniformly happy with the food and service.  
I have found over the years that our club members seem to enjoy life 
and events like this are full of stories ranging in time from high school 
to yesterday’s outing with grandkids with cars, adventures, pets, and 
many other subjects being discussed.  It is a great way to get to know 
people you may have seen at meetings before but really don’t know 
well to refreshing  your friendships with some you may have known for 
30 years or more.

If you were not able to make this outing, give consideration to the ones 
coming up.  The club is intending to do this monthly at different locations 
so lots of opportunities will be available

Killing Three Obligations with One Dinner
David Brownell

The club’s outing to Bambinelli’s was a great evening out for Carol and me.  The food was great, the prices were, as she said “Suddenly, it’s the 
Sixties all over again!” and the company of fellow club members was most enjoyable.

I could tell that she was looking forward to the event because we ended up being almost twenty minutes early instead of the usual fashionably late 
by a half hour.  But by being early, there was no parking problem and Don and Betty Parks made great companions and others started filtering in 
within moments of our arrival.  I believe that almost forty folks showed up and apparently all left full and satisfied.

My baked lasagna was excellent and whatever she ordered was also good.  So good, that I ate all of mine and she took half of hers home in a 
doggie box.  I was warned not to touch it, no matter how hungry I’d be in a few hours.  And, by the time we left, the place was packed with dining 
regulars, so the secret must be poorly kept.

As far as my double serendipity; Valentine’s Day had just passed two days earlier and our wedding anniversary was less than a week later.  Going 
to this club event made for the third set of bonus points.  Over the years, raising five kids on one salary meant that restaurant meals were the 
exception, rather than the usual.  So, I suppose we may have a lot of catching up to do.  Saturday night with great Italian fare was a good start.  
Even the 85 Corvette behaved, coming and going.  The stars must have been perfectly aligned.
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February & March 
Birthdays
 Mickey Hutchinson ................ Feb. 8

   Dorothy Merrifield................. Feb. 12

   Donna Greer ......................... Feb. 12

 Phyllis Cowan ........................ Feb. 19

 Bob Warren ...........................Mar. 1

 Barbara Rotondi ...................Mar. 4

 Ron Michael ..........................Mar. 8

 Corky Key ..............................Mar. 13

 Ron Rotondi ..........................Mar. 19

 Bob Mossey ...........................Mar. 28

 Stephanie Strauss .................Mar. 30

HAPPY BIRTHDAY Y’ALL!!
    FCOA Members 

 Eli Hutchinson ....................... Feb. 16

 Ava Marie Buffinton ............. Feb. 17

 Hailey Barros ........................Mar 3

Corvette Restoration
Muscle Car Restoration

• 30 Years Experience •

• Frame on and off restorations
• Fiberglass repair
• Custom body work
• Paint-Base coat, Clear coat, Lacquer,
   Poly Urethane and Gel coat
• Engine rebuild
• Race prepared engines

• Transmissions
• Rear Ends
• Brakes and rotors
• Electical harness
• Re-chrome
• Upholstery installation
• Complete details

~~ NCRS Top Flight Bloomington Gold Specialists ~~

North GA Corvette & Marine
340 Ranchette Road • Alpharetta, GA 30004

770 475-2277 or 770 298-9946

ASK FOR CHRIS OR JIM

SERVICES INCLUDE:

15% off for Corvette Atlanta members
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Club Merchandise 
Martha Murphy

Get your Club shirt in time for the April Car Show.
The shirt is a white 100% cotton with sporty racing checkerboard design 
on collar and sleeve trim. The Corvette Atlanta logo is embroidered on 
the left chest.

The cost is $20 a shirt for large, exlarge and 2xl.  I have nine shirts left.  
I will bring the shirts to the March meeting. I also will bring some black 
hats and pink ones for the ladies.  The hats are $10 a piece.

February & March 
Anniversaries
 Corky & Yvonne Key ............. Feb. 13
   Amy Parker & Mike Heaphy . Feb. 14
   David & Nancy Morgan ........ Feb. 14
 Dave (& Carol) Brownell ....... Feb. 20

 Bob & Lanie Sprock ..............Mar. 28

CONGRATULATION!!
This is a new feature in the newsletter. A recent blast 
email went out requesting your anniversary date. If 
you have not provided your info yet and want to be 
listed here, please submit your date to the editor! 
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CHEVROLET

Proud Sponsor Of  Corvette Atlanta

2013

Family Owned and Operated Since 1971!

2013 Corvettes in stock and 
arriving daily.    Special pricing 
for club members (with mem-
bership card) on Corvettes, 
parts, accessories, and service.

Home of Georgia’s #1 certified 
Corvette Technician, David 
Fulcher.   
Home of Georgia’s premier 
Corvette sales specialist, 
Reggie Stagmaier.

Jim Ellis Chevrolet 5900 Peachtree Industrial Blvd. Chamblee, GA 30341

770.457.8211 www.jimellischevrolet.com


